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Decision Making: Reaching Group Consensus
Background Notes

Members of networks are often called on to make hard decisions.  Members may
find themselves deciding whether to take on a difficult advocacy issue—one that
has little popular support or is controversial or they may face the need to choose
among pressing issues in response to limited resources.  How well they work through
the decision-making process is important to the overall success of their efforts.

Preparation is an important element in decision making.  To make informed choices,
network members need information.  They also need to know how to set limits on
and goals for their discussion.  Good listening and presentation skills contribute to
the clarity of the discussion as does the ability to keep an emotional distance from
the subject under discussion.

The following are some guidelines for reaching agreement:

• Make sure that everyone who wants to speak is heard from and feels that
his/her position has been considered.

• Talk through the issue under discussion until reaching an agreement that
everyone can support.

• Understand that agreement may not mean that all members of the
network agree 100 percent; however, everyone should support the
decision in principle.

• Encourage members not to give in to reach agreement but rather to
express differences of opinion.

• Ask questions and make sure everyone’s opinion is considered before
reaching a decision.

By the end of this unit, participants will be able to demonstrate the steps in the
decision-making process.

1 hour

• Newsprint, markers, and tape
• Copies of handouts

I.4.1 Background Notes
I.4.2 Six Steps for Decision Making

• Copies of the three scenarios on group decision making for Activity 2

Write the task for Activity 2 on newsprint.
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ACTIVITY 1

ACTIVITY 2

Introduction to Decision Making
Time: 5 minutes

Introduce Unit 4 by reviewing the objective and making a brief presentation on
decision making.  Major points follow:

• Network members will be called on repeatedly to make decisions.  Some
of these will be difficult decisions, such as choosing an advocacy issue.
Members of a network may have strong feelings about reproductive
health issues, and it may be necessary to choose among several
important issues.  Similarly,  members may have different opinions on
how to undertake advocacy activities or who should assume
responsibility for tasks.

• How efficient and how successful the network is depends in large part on
how well the members work through the decision-making process.

• The purpose of Unit 4  is to practice group decision making and to learn
the steps for effective decision making.

Exercise on Group Decision Making
Time:  55 minutes

1. Divide participants into three groups.
2. Give each group copies of ONE scenario.
3. Refer to the newsprint and explain the task.
4. Stress that the group should focus on the process it used to reach the

decision and NOT on the decision itself.
5. Ask each group to report back.
6. Distribute and review Handout I.4.2, “Six Steps for Decision Making”.
7. Ask the groups to review the steps in their decision-making process

against the handout, comparing and contrasting similarities and
differences.

Task

a. Read the scenario assigned to your group
b. Explain how you reached your decision
c. List on newsprint the steps you followed to

reach the group decision
d. Report back
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SUMMARY

MOVING
AHEAD

Exploring ideas and using participatory decision-making processes are central
elements in building successful networks.  It is in this way that individual members
feel ownership of network activities.   There are several key components to decision
making, such as

• Preparation,
• Access to information,
• Setting limits and goals in discussions,
• Good listening and presentation skills, and
• Keeping emotionally distant from the subject being discussed.

The following are some simple guidelines for reaching agreement:

• Make sure that everyone who wants to speak is heard from and feels that
his/her position has been considered.

• Talk through the issue under discussion until reaching an agreement that
everyone can support.

• Understand that agreement may not mean that all members of the
network agree 100 percent; however, everyone should support the
decision in principle.

• Encourage members not to give in to reach agreement, but rather to
express differences of opinion.

• Ask questions and make sure everyone’s opinion is considered before
reaching a decision.

Distribute handouts for Unit 4.

In the next unit, participants will put their decision-making skills to work as the
network begins to develop a mission statement.
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Scenario 1
Group Decision Making

You are the members of the executive management committee of a health clinic.
The district’s health budget has been cut by 17 percent and your annual budget is
to be reduced by the same amount.  After considering various alternatives, committee
members agree that they will have to eliminate one of two health education positions.
One health educator—a 47-year-old grandmother who is highly regarded in the
community—has 15 years of experience on the staff of the clinic.  Prior to that, she
was a community health volunteer.   The second educator— a 23-year-old secondary
school graduate—has new ideas on reaching youth.  During the six months she has
been a clinic employee, she has recruited dozens of new clients.  Many of the new
recruits are recent immigrants to the area.

Task: Discuss the situation and reach a decision on which employee to dismiss.
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Scenario 2
Group Decision Making

You are the members of the executive management committee of a health clinic.
The district’s health budget has been cut by 17 percent and your annual budget is
to be reduced by the same amount.  An international donor has received a proposal
from you and has tentatively approved your request for funding.  The grant would
cover 20 percent of your operating expenses as well as make additional funds
available to produce outreach materials.  The grant, however, is contingent on the
clinic’s participation in a pilot program to introduce a contraceptive method which
has not been used previously in your community.

Task: Discuss the situation and reach a decision on whether to agree to accept
the grant and participate in the pilot program.
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Scenario 3
Group Decision Making

You are the members of the executive management committee of a health clinic.
The district’s health budget has been cut by 17 percent and your annual budget is
to be reduced by the same amount.  Data in your district indicate a rise in the rate
of teen pregnancy.  The members of the committee agree that they want to provide
services to youth and thus have established a Teen Advisory Board.  The board’s
representatives demand confidentiality in the provision of services.  Parent and
church groups, however, are opposed to the provision of services and demand that
the clinic obtain permission from parents before distributing information and
contraceptives to minors.

Task: Discuss the situation and reach a decision on whether to require parental
permission before providing teens with contraceptive education and services.
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Handout I.4.1

Decision Making: Reaching Group Consensus
Background Notes

Members of networks are often called on to make hard decisions.  Members
may find themselves deciding whether to take on a difficult advocacy
issue—one that has little popular support or is controversial—or they
may face the need to choose among pressing issues in response to limited
resources.  How well they work through the decision-making process is
important to the overall success of their efforts.

Preparation is an important element in decision making.  To make informed
choices, network members need information.  They also need to know how
to set limits on and goals for their discussion.  Good listening and
presentation skills contribute to the clarity of the discussion as does the
ability to keep an emotional distance from the subject under discussion.

The following are some guidelines for reaching agreement:

♦ Make sure that everyone who wants to speak is heard from and
feels that his/her position has been considered.

♦ Talk through the issue under discussion until reaching an
agreement that everyone can support.

♦ Understand that agreement may not mean that all members of
the network agree 100 percent; however, everyone should support
the decision in principle.

♦ Encourage members not to give in to reach agreement but rather
to express differences of opinion.

♦ Ask questions and make sure everyone’s opinion is considered
before reaching a decision.
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Handout I.4.2
Six Steps for Decision Making

Define decision-making process

Define issue/problem

Generate alternative solutions

Assess alternative solutions

Select the best alternative

Implement and monitor decision
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